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Abstract: Porous asphalt mixtures with steel slag (PAM-SS), as an eco-friendly and low-cost pavement
material, are conducive to addressing the issue of urban floods and natural resource shortages.
The primary objective of this paper was to explore the feasibility of the application of PAM-SS for
seasonal frozen regions, and ascertain the optimal replacement percentage of natural aggregate.
Steel slag coarse aggregate (SSCA) was used to replace basalt coarse aggregate (BCA) at four
levels (25%, 50%, 75%, 100%) by equal volume. The volume characteristics, mechanical properties,
low-temperature cracking resistance, water stability, and freeze-thaw (F-T) durability of the mixture
were assessed. The results indicated that the low-temperature cracking resistance of the mixture was
significantly enhanced and acoustic emission (AE) energy was uniformly released by the incorporation
of steel slag. Furthermore, the porosity, permeability, Marshall stability (MS), and the resistance against
water damage and F-T cycles were also significantly improved. Based on the experimental results,
the complete replacement of natural aggregate is advisable to obtain an optimal overall performance.

Keywords: porous asphalt mixture; steel slag; low-temperature cracking resistance; water stability;
acoustic emission; porosity; permeability

1. Introduction

With the development of urbanization and expansion of urban agglomeration, artificial
impermeable pavement has occupied the urban surface at a large scale, blocking the natural infiltration
process of rainwater [1]. The resulting “urban diseases”, such as urban floods, water resources shortage,
and urban heat islands (UHIs), threaten sustainable urban development [2,3]. Porous asphalt mixture
(PAM), as a sustainable pavement material for cities, has been developed and applied to parking lots
and light traffic pavement due to its potential for alleviating “urban syndrome”. Compared with
dense-gradation asphalt mixture (DGAM), the high porosity (18–25%) characteristics of PAM make it
more competitive in reducing surface stormwater runoff, replenishing groundwater, mitigating the
UHI effect, absorbing traffic noise, and improving wet-surface slip resistance [4–6]. Nevertheless, the
poor cracking resistance and durability caused by its internal porous structure have become barriers
against the wide application of PAM for seasonal frozen regions [4,5]. Therefore, how to improve
the low-temperature cracking resistance and freeze-thaw (F-T) durability of PAM for seasonal frozen
regions without significantly compromising its permeability has become a research hotspot in this
field nowadays.

Under the predicament that limited natural resources cannot keep up with the surging demand
of road construction, it is urgent that renewable resources and industrial wastes as an alternative for
natural aggregate are found [7,8]. According to the World Steel Association, the world crude steel
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output in 2018 reached 1.08 billion tons, of which China accounts for more than half [9,10]. Steel slag is
a kind of by-product of the steel industry. However, only 29.5% of the steel slag resources in China
have been utilized and others have been dumped on a large scale, occupying land resources and
polluting environment [9]. Fortunately, steel slag has superior physical and mechanical properties,
such as higher specific gravity, roughness, wear resistance, and crushing resistance, in comparison
with natural aggregate [11,12]. If steel slag is feasible in road construction for seasonal frozen regions,
it will help to alleviate the issue of natural aggregate shortage and environmental pollution.

The effects of steel slag on the performance of asphalt mixture have been extensively studied
in recent years. The chemical composition, microstructure, and surface characteristics of steel slag
aggregate were analyzed by X-ray diffraction, mercury intrusion method, and scanning electron
microscopy (SEM), respectively, and the results showed that it is a kind of microporous material [13].
Tao et al. [14] conducted dynamic shear rheometer and bending beam rheometer tests to investigate the
effect of steel slag filler on the rheological properties of asphalt mortar and found a significant
improvement in high-temperature behavior, but a slight drop in low-temperature mechanical
performance. Arbani et al. [15] carried out Marshall, dynamic creep, and indirect tensile (IDT)
fatigue tests to evaluate the mechanical and dynamic properties of an asphalt mixture containing steel
slag. The results reported that the addition of steel slag effectively improved the Marshall stability (MS)
and fatigue life and reduced permanent deformation of the asphalt mixture, but the low-temperature
cracking resistance was not taken into consideration. Kim et al. [16] studied the impact of steel slag on
the expansion characteristics of a hot mix asphalt mixture under humidity and temperature cycles.
The results indicated that the strain of the steel slag asphalt mixture was slightly higher than that
of the granite asphalt mixture under humidity and temperature cycles. However, the effect of the
replacement level with steel slag on strain was not considered. Masoudi et al. [17] found that steel slag
enhanced the short-term and long-term aging performances of a warm mix asphalt mixture but slightly
raised asphalt consumption. Chen et al. [18] pointed out that steel slag improved the moisture-induced
damage resistance. Gao et al. [19] adopted the parallel hot-wire method to evaluate the thermal
conductivity of PAM containing steel slag and used software (Inf Rec Analyzer) to quantitatively
analyze the heating uniformity. In addition, Phan et al. [20] found that a hot mix asphalt mixture with
30% steel slag had optimal crack-healing performance and ductility. In summary, steel slag, as a novel
and promising aggregate, enhances the mechanical properties, fatigue life, aging performances, water
damage resistance, and thermal conductivity of asphalt mixture. However, the feasibility of steel slag
in seasonal frozen regions needs further study.

Existing researches focus on porous asphalt mixtures with natural aggregate (PAM-NA), but few
papers have been published on porous asphalt mixtures with steel slag (PAM-SS). Chen et al. [21]
conducted experiments to analyze the lifecycle cost of PAM. The results show that PAM-SS has a
lower maintenance cost owing to its higher anti-rutting and anti-clogging performance compared
with PAM-NA. Especially in regions where high-quality natural aggregate is scarce, the high quality,
low cost, and environmental sustainability of steel slag make it an attractive substitution for natural
aggregate. Shen et al. [22] investigated the improvement of steel slag on the noise absorption and
interfacial characteristic of PAMs. PAMs with 0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% steel slag were considered.
The results of impedance tube and SEM tests showed that the incorporation of steel slag significantly
enhanced the absorption of high frequency noise generated by tire/pavement interaction and the
interlocking mechanism between bitumen and aggregate. Moreover, another finding is that the porous
structure of PAM reserves enough space for the volume expansion caused by free calcium oxide (f-CaO)
and magnesium oxide (MgO), which proves that steel slag is more feasible in PAMs in comparison
with DGAM [23].

There are few researches on PAM-SS. In addition, existing studies were mainly concentrated on
mechanical behavior, anti-clogging, and noise absorption of PAM-SS, but seldom on low-temperature
cracking resistance and F-T durability, especially in seasonal frozen regions. Therefore, low-temperature
splitting and acoustic emission (AE) tests were employed to systematically illustrate the low-temperature
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cracking mechanism of PAM-SS in this paper. Moreover, the volume characteristics, mechanical
properties, moisture susceptibility, and durability were also studied. Finally, the comprehensive
feasibility of PAM-SS for seasonal frozen regions was determined. The findings of this research are
helpful to understand the effect of steel slag on pavement performance of PAMs, and provide a way to
solve the problems of urban flooding and natural aggregate shortages.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Raw Materials

The styrene-butadiene-styrene (SBS)-modified bitumen used in this study was obtained from
Panjin, Liaoning Province, and its basic properties are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Properties of SBS-modified bitumen.

Properties Test Values Specification

Penetration (25 ◦C, 0.1 mm) 69.2 60–80
Softening point (◦C) 63.5 ≥55
Ductility (5 ◦C, cm) 42.7 ≥30

Flash Point (◦C) 261 ≥230

After TFOT

Mass loss (%) 0.24 ≤±1.0
Penetration ratio (25 ◦C, %) 67 ≥60

Ductility (5 ◦C, cm) 31 ≥20

The coarse aggregates used in this experiment were basalt coarse aggregate (BCA) and steel slag
coarse aggregate (SSCA). Both of them were produced in Jilin Province. Their basic properties are
listed in Table 2, according to the Standard Test Methods of Aggregate for Highway Engineering (JTG
E42-2005) [24]. Figure 1 shows the appearance of 100 g of coarse aggregate. The volume instability
of steel slag can be eliminated by placing it in the natural environment for more than 6 months
in full contact with rainwater and air [25]. In this study, steel slag was stored for 3 years in the
natural environment.

Due to the instability and uncleanness of steel slag fine aggregate, it would weaken the pavement
performance of asphalt mixture [26,27]. In addition, the lager specific surface area of steel slag fine
aggregate would cause more volume expansion and additional bitumen consumption in comparison
with SSCA [28,29]. Considering engineering performance and economy, basalt fine aggregate was
used as fine aggregate in this study, and steel slag fine aggregate was not adopted.

Table 2. Properties of coarse aggregates.

Item BCA SSCA Specification

Los Angeles abrasion (%) 17.9 12.7 ≤28
Flakiness content (%) 4.8 4.53 ≤10

Crushed value (%) 16.8 13.9 ≤26
Expansion (%) 0.12 0.44 ≤2.0

Apparent density (g/cm3)

13.2 mm 2.90 3.56

≥2.6
9.5 mm 2.83 3.55

4.75 mm 2.84 3.52
2.36 mm 2.69 3.39

Water absorption (%)

13.2 mm 0.40 1.30

≤2.0
9.5 mm 0.41 1.47

4.75 mm 0.57 1.62
2.36 mm 1.01 1.78
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coarse aggregate (SSCA).

2.2. Mixture Design

Based on the technical specification for permeable asphalt pavement (CJJ/T 190-2012), porous
asphalt concrete (PAC)-13 was selected as the experimental gradation (Table 3) [30]. Since SSCA
has a higher specific density in comparison with BCA, SSCA was used to replace BCA by an equal
volume in order to make the experiment comparable [19,31]. The replacement levels were designed
from 0% to 100% (25% increment), labeled as the control group, SSCA-25, SSCA-50, SSCA-75, and
SSCA-100, respectively. Based on Cantabro and draindown tests, the optimal bitumen-aggregate
ratios (OBRs) of each group were 3.8%, 3.7%, 3.6%, 3.6%, and 3.5%, respectively [32]. Compared with
DGAM, PAM reduces bitumen consumption and engineering cost, owing to its less fine aggregate
content [33,34]. Another finding is that the OBR decreases slightly with the increase of the replacement
level, which is inconsistent with the results obtained by Kavussi et al. [35]. The OBR is the mass ratio
of bitumen to aggregate. As is generally known, the rough and porous texture of SSCA increases
bitumen consumption, and the high specific gravity of SSCA also increases aggregate mass, when
the volume of the mixtures is same [13,15]. When the ratio of the increment of bitumen mass to the
increment of aggregate mass is lower than the OBR of the control group, the OBR of the SSCA group
would decrease. Conversely, the OBR of SSCA group would increase. The different sources of coarse
aggregates make the OBR present different trends.

Table 3. Particle size distributions for PAC-13 at different replacement levels.

Sieve Size
(mm)

Upper
Limit

Control
Group SSCA-25 SSCA-50 SSCA-75 SSCA-100 Lower

Limit

0.075 6 5.0 4.8 4.6 4.4 4.3 2
0.15 8 6.8 6.5 6.3 6.0 5.8 3
0.3 12 7.9 7.6 7.3 7.0 6.8 3
0.6 15 10.5 10.1 9.7 9.3 9.0 4

1.18 18 12.9 12.4 11.9 11.5 11.1 6
2.36 22 16.7 16.0 15.4 14.8 14.3 10
4.75 30 23.4 23.0 22.6 22.2 21.8 12
9.5 80 66.4 66.2 66.0 65.8 65.7 50

13.2 100 94.7 94.7 94.7 94.7 94.7 90
16 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

2.3. Specimen Preparation

The preparation steps of the specimens are listed as follows:
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• Step1: Baking. The weighed aggregates and filler were stored in the oven at 180 ◦C for 6 h, and
the SBS-modified bitumen was heated to 180 ◦C.

• Step2: Mixing. The preheated aggregates were placed in a constant temperature mixing pot
and mixed for 90 s. Then, the weighed SBS-modified bitumen was mixed for 90 s. Finally, the
preheated filler was also added and mixed for 90 s.

• Step3: Compaction. The Marshall compaction method was adopted, and all specimens were
compacted by a standard Marshall hammer, with 50 blows per side.

• Step4: Demolding. All specimens were left to cool at ambient temperature for 12 h before
being demolded.

The experimental program is listed in Table 4. According to the specification (JTG E20-2011), there
were 18 cylindrical specimens (diameter, 101.6 ± 0.2 mm; height, 63.5 ± 1.3 mm) for each group [36].

Table 4. Experimental program.

Experiments Number of Specimens Per Group Experimental Condition

Volume characteristics 3 Three identical specimens were used for
Volume characteristics and Marshall tests.Marshall test 3

Low-temperature cracking
resistance 3 Low-temperature splitting and AE 1 tests

were simultaneous.

Water stability and F-T 2 durability 12
4 for IDT 3 test.

4 for IDT test after one F-T cycle.
4 for IDT test after 15 F-T cycles.

1 Acoustic emission. 2 Freeze-thaw. 3 Indirect tensile.

2.4. Test Methods

2.4.1. Volume Characteristics

The voids of PAM can be divided into connected voids, semi-connected voids, and closed
voids [37]. The total porosity is the ratio of the sum volume of connected voids, semi-connected voids,
and closed voids of mixture to the total volume of mixture, and the effective porosity is the ratio of the
volume of connected voids to the total volume of mixture.

According to Chinese specifications (T 0705-2011 and CJJ/T 190-2012), total porosity and effective
porosity were calculated as follows [30,36]:

PT =

(
1−

γ f

γt

)
× 100%, (1)

PE =

(
1−

ma −mw

Vρw

)
× 100%, (2)

where PT is the total porosity (%); PE is the effective porosity (%); γ f is the bulk specific gravity of
the mixture; γt is the theoretical maximum specific gravity of the mixture; ma is the dry mass of the
specimen (g); mw is the mass of the specimen in water (g); V is the measured volume of the specimen
(mm3); and ρw is the water density (g/cm3).

The effective porosity ratio (EPR) is a parameter that can be used to evaluate the degree of voids’
continuity distribution and can be expressed by the following equation:

EPR =
PE

PT
× 100%. (3)
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According to Chinese specifications (T 0705-2011), voids in mineral aggregates (VMA) and voids
filled with asphalt (VFA) were calculated by Equations (4) and (5) [36]:

VMA =
(
1− γ f × Ps/γsb

)
× 100, (4)

VFA = [(VMA−VA)/VMA] × 100, (5)

where γ f is the bulk specific gravity of the mixture; Ps is the aggregate content percent by weight of the
mixture (%); γsb is the bulk specific gravity of aggregates; and VA is the air voids of the mixture (%).

Permeability is a remarkable characteristic of PAM, which is related to the number, size, and
direction of the connected voids [38]. Referring to the technical specification for pervious concrete
pavement, the homemade constant head permeable device (shown in Figure 2) was developed based
on Darcy’s law and used to measure the permeability coefficient [38,39].

The experimental steps were as follows:

• Step1: The plastic film was used to wrap around the side of specimen, and light clay was used to
seal the gap between the upper part of the specimen and the lateral wall of the instrument, in
order to prevent water from flowing along the side of the specimen.

• Step2: Water was injected to maintain a constant water head.
• Step3: A measuring cylinder was used to collect the water from the lower overflow outlet in 300 s,

after water flow was steady.

The permeability coefficient of the specimen was calculated by Equation (6):

K =
QL

AHt
, (6)

where K is the permeability coefficient (mm/s), Q is the water volume in the measuring cylinder (mm3),
L is the height of the specimen (mm), A is the upper surface area of the specimen (mm2), H is the height
of water head (mm), and t is the time (s), with t = 300 s.
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2.4.2. Marshall Test

According to the Chinese specification (CJJ/T 190-2012), Marshall stability (MS) needs to be
measured [36]. The Marshall test is commonly used in the mix design of asphalt mixtures and quality
inspection for asphalt pavement construction, which was described in detail in our previous study [40].

2.4.3. Low-Temperature Cracking Resistance

The low-temperature splitting test is a simple and common method used for evaluating the
low-temperature cracking resistance of asphalt mixtures [36]. The electro-hydraulic servo testing
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machine with an environmental chamber was used to carry out the experiment. The test temperature
was −10 ◦C and the loading rate was 1 mm/min. Before the experiment, specimens were stored for 6 h
at −10 ◦C.

According to JTG E20-2011, the coordinate origin was modified by extending the linear segment
of the load–displacement curve (shown in Figure 3) [36,41]. The indirect tensile strength (ITS), failure
strain, and fracture energy (shadow area in Figure 3) were calculated by the following formulas [41]:

ITS = 0.006287FT/h, (7)

εT = XT × (0.0307 + 0.0936µ)/(1.35 + 5µ), (8)

E =

∫ YT

YO

FT(y)dy, (9)

XT = YT × (0.135 + 0.5µ)/(1.794− 0.0314µ), (10)

where εT is the failure strain; E is the fracture energy (J); XT is the horizontal deformation (mm); YT is
the vertical deformation (mm); µ is the Poisson ratio (µ = 0.25, when the test temperature is −10 ◦C); h
is the height of the specimen (mm); FT is the peak load (kN); YO is the modified initial displacement
(mm); and YT is the modified critical displacement (mm).
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Acoustic emission, as a new non-destructive test, is widely used in bridge structural health
monitoring but is seldom employed in asphalt mixture [42]. A six-channel AE monitoring was
used to acquire signals under low-temperature splitting conditions. AE monitoring consisted of a
sensor, preamplifier, acquisition system, and data analysis system. In order to eliminate interference
from ambient noise, the threshold value was set to 40 dB. The sensor surface was coated with a
sound-transmitting coupling agent (706 silica gel) to ensure full contact with the specimen. An elastic
band was used to fix the sensor to the specimen. A detailed description of the low-temperature splitting
and AE tests is shown in Figure 4.

The main parameters (shown in Figure 5) of AE were the amplitude, count, rise time, duration,
and energy [43]. The AE energy is related to the plastic deformation and crack intensity. The greater
the energy, the greater the plastic deformation and crack intensity [44]. AE energy is superior to other
parameters in PAM damage identification owing to its high sensitivity to amplitude and duration [43].
In addition, the AE signal at low temperatures is more significant than that at room temperature [45].
Therefore, AE energy was used to describe the fracture characteristics of pervious asphalt mixture
under low-temperature splitting conditions, which was defined as follows.

E =

∫ t

0
V2(t)dt, (11)
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2.4.4. Water Stability and Freeze-Thaw Durability

According to JTG E20-2011, immersion Marshall and F-T splitting tests are the common methods
for evaluating the water stability of asphalt mixtures. Because Jilin Province belongs to a seasonal
frozen region, the F-T splitting test can better simulate the actual water damage of PAM in comparison
with the immersion Marshall test. Therefore, the F-T splitting test was adopted. For the F-T splitting
test, specimens were kept in water at 97.3 to 98.7 kPa (730–740 mmHg) for 15 min, and then immersed
into water at atmospheric pressure for 30 min. Subsequently, specimens were frozen at −18 ◦C in air
for 16 h, and then thawed in water at 60 ◦C for 24 h. The F-T cycles splitting test was the repeated F-T
splitting test, which can be seen elsewhere [46]. The difference is that for the F-T cycles splitting test,
specimens were thawed at 60 ◦C for 6 h. A detailed description of the F-T splitting test and F-T cycles
splitting test was provided in our previous studies [40,46]. The tensile strength ratio after one F-T cycle
(TSR-1) was defined as the ratio between ITS of the specimen subjected to one F-T cycle and ITS of the
fresh specimen, and the tensile strength ratio after 15 F-T cycles (TSR-15) as the ratio between ITS of
the specimen subjected to 15 F-T cycles and ITS of the fresh specimen. TSR-1 and TSR-15 were adopted
to evaluate the water stability and F-T durability of the mixtures, respectively.
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3. Results and Discussion

The results of the volume characteristics and Marshall tests are summarized in Table 5, the
low-temperature splitting test in Table 6, and the water stability and durability tests in Table 7.

Table 5. Volume characteristics and Marshall test results.

MIX ID PT
1 (%) PE

2 (%) EPR 3 (%) K 4 (mm/s) MS 5 (kN)

Control 19.89 15.02 75.41 2.85 6.75
SSCA-25 20.78 15.71 75.60 2.97 7.59
SSCA-50 21.6 16.59 76.81 3.12 7.64
SSCA-75 21.8 16.93 77.66 3.23 8.21

SSCA-100 21.81 17.95 77.72 3.25 8.51
1 Total porosity. 2 Effective porosity. 3 Effective porosity ratio. 4 Permeability coefficient. 5 Marshall stability.

Table 6. Low-temperature splitting test results.

MIX ID ITS 1 (MPa) Failure Strain (10−6) Deformation Energy (J)

Control 2.977 2307 12.70
SSCA-25 2.972 2544 14.08
SSCA-50 2.940 2626 14.35
SSCA-75 2.766 3204 16.55

SSCA-100 2.727 3946 18.69
1 Indirect tensile strength.

Table 7. Water stability and freeze-thaw cycles test results.

MIX ID
ITS (MPa)

TSR-1 1

(%)
TSR-15 2

(%)Fresh After One F-T
Cycle

After 15 F-T
Cycles

Control 0.633 0.542 0.385 85.63 60.85
SSCA-25 0.635 0.567 0.404 89.34 63.64
SSCA-50 0.659 0.589 0.421 89.37 63.86
SSCA-75 0.706 0.640 0.477 90.65 67.53

SSCA-100 0.749 0.681 0.505 90.85 67.44
1 Tensile strength ratio after one F-T cycle. 2 Tensile strength ratio after 15 F-T cycles.

3.1. Volume Characteristics

Figure 6a shows the effect of the steel slag replacement percentage on the total porosity and
effective porosity. As shown in Figure 6a, with the increase of the steel slag replacement percentage,
the trend of total porosity and effective porosity show obviously increasing regularity within 50%
replacement, and then begin to level off. Hence, total porosity and effective porosity both reached the
maximum (21.81%, 16.95%) and satisfied the standard requirements (18%, 14%) when the replacement
level was 100% [30]. Figure 6b shows the relationship between EPR versus the replacement level with
SSCC. It can be found that EPR increases with the increment of the steel slag content. The greater EPR
value means that more invalid voids were transformed into effective voids and effective voids occupied
the majority of the total voids, which could improve the permeability of PAM without significant
sacrifice to its mechanical performance. From Figure 6c, VMA increased initially and then decreased
slightly with an increasing replacement level with steel slag, but VFA showed an obvious downward
trend. It is known that high permeability is a distinguished characteristic for PAM. To ensure high
permeability, the permeability coefficient for PAM should meet the criterion of 2.80 mm/s according
to Chinese specifications [30]. The permeability coefficient for each group is plotted in Figure 6d.
It can be seen that the permeability coefficient also increases with the increase of the substitution rate,
which is consistent with the effective porosity. When the substitution rate with SSCA is 100%, the
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permeability coefficient reaches the maximum value (3.25 mm/s), which is 14% higher than that of
the control group. This is because the permeability coefficient is mainly dominated by the effective
porosity, which is consistent with the results obtained by Hamzah [38]. The relationship between the
permeability coefficient and effective porosity is presented in Figure 7. Quadratic regression describes
the relationship well.
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There were several reasons to account for this. Firstly, the multi-angularity of SSCA increased the
number and size of voids between the coarse aggregates, which indicated that SSCA was hard to be
compacted. This characteristic was disadvantageous to DGM but beneficial to PAM. In addition, the
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rough and porous surface of SSCA can convert free bitumen into structural bitumen, dredging the
effective voids, increasing the value of EPR, and improving the permeability of PAM. The angularity
and surficial texture of the aggregate affect the porosity and permeability of the mixture, which was
found in the experiments by Kong et al. [47].

3.2. Marshall Test

The Marshall stability (MS) for all groups is presented in Figure 8. It can be seen that MS increases
with the increase of the replacement level with SSCA. Compared with the control group, the MS of the
SSCA-25, SSCA-50, SSCA-75, and SSCA-100 group increased by 12.44%, 13.19%, 21.63%, and 26.07%,
respectively, which all meet the Chinese standard (≥5.0 kN) [30]. The rough and porous surface of
SSCA ensures the cohesive force between aggregate and bitumen. In addition, the high strength of the
steel slag aggregate is one of the reasons for the improvement of the MS. Therefore, a 100% replacement
level with SSCA is beneficial to the MS.
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3.3. Low-Temperature Cracking Resistance

The ITS and failure strain at low temperatures are shown in Figure 9a. A slight drop in ITS and a
significant improvement in failure strain was observed. The higher the failure strength and failure
strain, the better the low-temperature cracking resistance. However, the strength and strain of the
specimens show inconsistent trends. Conflicting results may be obtained in the evaluation of low-
temperature crack resistance when only the failure strain or stress are considered [48]. Therefore,
the fracture energy can be used to describe the low-temperature cracking resistance owing to the
comprehensive consideration of deformation and strength [49]. Figure 9b shows the variation on
fracture energy versus the replacement level. As the replacement level increases, the fracture energy
increases significantly. The highest low-temperature cracking resistance and toughness was observed
for the specimens containing 100% steel slag and its fracture energy was 1.47 times higher than that of
the control group.

The loading–displacement curves for each group are presented in Figure 10. When the substitution
level increases from 0% to 100%, the increase in critical displacement (YT) was accompanied by a decrease
in the slope of the linear section of the load–displacement curve, indicating that the incorporation of
SSCA improves the ductility of PAM. Phan et al. found that the metal particles of steel slag have higher
ductility than natural aggregates [20].
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Since the AE signals were almost concentrated between YO and YT, the displacements between
YO and YT were normalized and divided into 10 displacement levels, ranging from 10% to 100% (10%
increment). The relative AE energy is the ratio of the AE energy at each displacement level to the
total AE energy, and the relative AE energy at each displacement level for all groups is shown in
Figure 11. For the control, SSCA-25, and SSCA-50 groups, few relative AE energy was observed under
displacement levels between 10% and 20%, indicating the specimen was gradually compacted and the
micro-crack intensity was relatively low at these displacement levels. Relative AE energy increased
continuously from a displacement level of 20% to 90% due to the stable growth of micro-cracks. When
the displacement level exceeded 90%, the relative AE energy increased unexpectedly, which indicated
that the macro-cracks extended rapidly until the specimen reached failure. Therefore, the failure
process of the control, SSCA-25, and SSCA-50 groups can be divided into three stages. In stage 1,
the specimens were compacted. In stage 2, the micro-cracks expanded stably. In stage 3, the rapid
extension of macro-cracks led to failure of the specimens. In particular, the relative AE energy of the
SSCA-75 and SSCA-100 groups had a local drop at the 70% displacement level and then dramatically
surged, which indicated that the crack intensity decreased locally and the specimens showed local
resistance, but then the micro-cracks merged into macro-cracks, and the structure could not bear
more loads and was almost destroyed. Under the action of the load, the aggregates moved, and the
specimens were compacted gradually. At the 70% displacement level, the interlocking structure of
SSCA made the specimens show local resistance. However, the formation of macro-cracks broke
the interlocking structure and led to the disappearance of local resistance at the 90% displacement
level. Whether the local decline of relative AE energy can be used as an early warning of structural
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failure needs further study. Based on the above analysis, the failure process of the specimens with 75%
and 100% steel slag can be divided into four stages: Compaction, stable propagation of micro-cracks,
local resistance, and macro-crack failure, as shown in Figure 11. Besides, the relative AE energy of
the steel slag group was higher than that of the control group before the 90% replacement level but
lower after the 90% replacement level, which indicated that the release of AE energy of the steel slag
group was more uniform. In terms of energy, this uniformity explains the excellent low-temperature
cracking resistance of steel slag specimens. This is because the rough and porous texture of steel slag
can adsorb more structural bitumen, improving the ductility and AE energy dissipation uniformity of
the mixture. In summary, the mixtures containing 100% steel slag present an optimal low-temperature
cracking resistance.Sustainability 2019, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW 14 of 17 
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3.4. Water Stability and F-T Durability

The relationship between ITS and the steel slag substitution rate at different F-T levels is shown in
Figure 12a. It can be found that ITS decreased with the increase of the F-T cycles, indicating that the
durability of mixtures was deteriorated by the F-T cycle. In addition, with the increase of the steel
slag substitution rate, ITS shows an upward trend, which is consistent with the Marshall test result.
Figure 12b presents the relationship between TSR and the replacement level with SSCA. Under one F-T
cycle, the TSR-1 values for all groups were higher than 85%, indicating that the water stability of the
sample meets the Chinese specification. TSR-1 and TSR-15 both increased with the increase of the steel
slag replacement level, and reached the maximum (90.85%, 67.44%) at the 100% replacement level,
which increased by 6.10% and 10.83%, respectively, compared to the control group, indicating that the
use of steel slag improves the water stability and F-T durability of the mixtures.

The water stability and F-T durability of the mixtures were related to the adhesion between the
bitumen and aggregate, and the adhesiveness depended on intermolecular forces, chemical forces,
and mechanical adhesion force. Existing studies have proved that the alkalinity surface of limestone
contributes to alleviating moisture deterioration in mixtures [47]. A chemical acid–base interaction also
exists between bitumen and steel slag, which is stronger than intermolecular interactions. In addition,
the porous characteristics and rough surface texture of the SSCA increase the contact surface with the
bitumen, improving the mechanical adhesion [26]. All of that ensures sufficient adhesion between
bitumen and SSCA.
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4. Conclusions

In this research, the feasibility of a steel slag porous asphalt mixture for seasonal frozen regions
was evaluated. The volume characteristics, Marshall, low-temperature splitting, F-T splitting, and F-T
splitting cycles tests were carried out. The influence of SSCA on the pavement performance of the
porous asphalt mixture was studied. Based on the test results, the following conclusions can be drawn:

• In contrast to the control group, the steel slag group possesses much higher porosity and
permeability. The permeability of mixtures significantly increases with the increase of the
substitution rate of steel slag owing to the angularity of steel slag. The permeability coefficients
of SSCA-25, SSCA-50, SSCA-75, and SSCA-100 increased by 4.21%, 9.47%, 13.33%, and 14.04%,
respectively, compared with the control group.

• The MS of mixtures was increased by the addition of steel slag. The higher the content of steel
slag, the greater the MS of the mixture.

• With the increase of the steel slag content, ITS decreases slightly, but the failure strain and fracture
energy increase significantly, indicating that steel slag has a positive effect on the low-temperature
cracking resistance of mixtures. In particular, the relative AE energy of specimens with 75% and
100% steel slag has a local drop at the 70% displacement level. In addition, the incorporation of
steel slag can significantly improve the uniformity of the acoustic emission energy release.

• The mixtures containing 100% steel slag have the largest TSR-1 and TSR-15, which increased by
6.10% and 10.83% compared with the control group. The use of steel slag significantly improves
the water stability and F-T durability of the mixtures owing to its alkali and porous characteristics.

• Based on the above conclusions, it is feasible to use a porous asphalt mixture containing 100% steel
slag for seasonal frozen regions. PAM containing 100% steel slag has the optimal permeability,
strength, low-temperature cracking resistance, and durability, which can accelerate the infiltration
of urban rainwater and promote waste recycling. Therefore, it has advantages in alleviating urban
flooding and natural resource shortages, and promotes the sustainability of pavement materials.
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